In this note Z denotes an infinite cyclic group, Q the additive group of rational numbers, Z °° a p-quasicyclie group, and I the group of p-adic integers.
Pascual Llorente proves in [3] that Ext(Q,Z) is an uncountable group, and gives explicitly a countably infinite subset. Very little extra effort produces the result embodied in the title, as follows.
Llorente applies the functor Homf ,ZJ to the exact sequence 
and the fact that ExifQ/Z^Z) i s isomorphic with £ I proves that has the cardinal of the continuum. This is enough to yield our claim that Ext(QjZ) is isomorphic with the additive group of real numbers.
One s l i g h t l y s u r p r i s i n g feature i s t h a t (2) expresses v* large torsion-free divisible group, as a factor-group of J I by a eyelid subgroup. I would not have imagined that killing a cyclic subgroup could have so profound an effect.
